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COM Express is heading towards 
“Server-on-Module”

With the new revision 3.0 of the most successful Computer-on-Module standard a new 
pinout Type is added to extend the reach of COM Express to server Type applications.

COM Express is a Computer-on-Module standard defined by the PICMG consortium (www.picmg.
org). The first version was release in 2005 with updates in 2010 and 2012. The upcoming revision 
3.0 defines 4 different sizes and 3 pinouts.

The new Type 7 is not a replacement for the well-established Type 6 pinout. It trades all audio and 
video interfaces for four 10G Ethernet ports and a total of 32 PCI Express lanes in order to support 
enhanced micro servers and other server Type applications that only allow for low power consumption 
but require high computing performance and com mu ni cation throughput.

COM Express Sizes

 - Mini 84 x 55 mm²

 - Basic 95 x 125 mm²

 - Compact 95 x 95 mm²

 - Extended 110 x 155 mm²

COM Express Pinouts

The PICMG specification defines different pinout Types 
in order to fulfill application specific demands. The 
pinout Types 1, 3, 4 and 5 are considered as legacy and are not used for new designs any longer. 
Products featuring older pinout Types are still available and refer to the revision 2.1 of the COM 
Epxress specification. 

Type Rows PCIe SATA
LAN 

1G / 10G
USB 

2.0 / 3.0
Display

10 AB 4 2 1 / - 8 / 2 LVDS/eDP, DDI

6 AB/CD 24 4 1 / - 8 / 4 VGA, LVDS, PEG, 3x DDI

7 AB/CD 32 2 1 / 4 4 / 4    

Real Live Size/Pinout Combinations

Mini 
84x55mm²

Compact
95x95mm²

Basic
95x125mm²

Extended
110x155mm²

Type 10 ++

Type 6 ++ ++

Type 7 ++ possible

Extended
155x110mm2

Extended
155x110mm2

Basic
125x95mm2

Compact
95x95mm2

Mini
84x55mm2

A
B

C
D
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The Mini size was introduced with Rev. 2.1 and is only implemented for the single connector 
pinout Type 10. The most popular pinout today is Type 6 which replaced the legacy Type 2 
computing modules.

The extended size definition of 110x155mm² did not reach market relevance in the past. With 
the new, server oriented pinout Type 7 which is defined in the COM Express specification rev. 
3.0, this might come in to play as server Type applications require more DRAM capacity and also 
look for more extreme CPU performance levels. COM Express supports a maximum of 137 Watt 
power consumption. The larger size provides more real estate for more memory and allows for 
better heat transmission to support higher power consumption. When comparing the new Type 7 
pinout to the Type 6 pinout it becomes visible that this will not be a replacement. It’s a definition 
that clearly targets headless server applications with low power consumption, high computing 
density and high I/O throughput.

When compared to Type 6 the new Type 7 definition removes all audio and video interfaces, the 
upper 4 USB 2.0, ExpressCard and the upper 2 SATA ports. This releases 60 pins on the AB 
connector and another 42 pins on the CD connector. These 102 newly released pins, in 
combination with some previously reserved pins, have been used to add extra PCI Express lanes 
and four 10 GB Ethernet KR lanes with a complete set of NC-SI sideband signals.

Type 7 COM Express modules can provide a maximum of features

 - 4x 10GBaseKR Ethernet with NC-SI

 - 1x 1GB Ethernet

 - 32x PCI Express 3.0 Lanes

 - 2x SATA

 - 8x GPIO shared with SDIO

 - 2x Serial shared with CAN

 - LPC bus shared with eSPI

 - SPI and I²C bus

10 GBit Ethernet

On top of the existing 1 GB Ethernet, COM Express Type 7 pinout defines up to four 10GBASE-KR 
ports with a maximum theoretical data performance of 10 GBit/s. 10GBASE-KR defines single 
backplane lanes (see IEEE 802.3/49) in order not to be tied to predefined physical interfaces.  
The PHY that defines the physical transmission layer is not on the module but instead needs to 
be implemented on the carrier board. The carrier board implementation finally decides if the 
data is transmitted via copper or fiber cables. For even more flexibility this might be implemented 
as exchangeable SFP+ modules (Small Form-factor Pluggable).

It’s also possible to combine the performance of multiple 10 GBit Ethernet signals. 4 lanes of 
10GBASE-KR can be bundled into one PHY for 40GBASE-KR4.

The feature set of the COM Express 10GBASE-KR interfaces also includes a software defined pin 
for each of the four interfaces. This physical pin can be configured as input or output and is 
controlled by the corresponding Ethernet controller. A typical application is the implementation 
of a hardware based precision timing protocol for enhanced real time applications. 
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NC-SI Ethernet Sideband Signals

The Network Controller Sideband Interface (NC-SI) defines the protocol and electrical interface for 
connecting a Baseboard Management Controller (BMC), which is used to enable out-of-band remote 
manageability. This interface was defined by DMTF (Distributed Management Task Force, Inc. – see 
http://www.dmtf.org) and is fully implemented for COM Express Type 7 modules.

NC-SI defines the connection between the Network Controller and the out-of-band Management 
Controller, which can be implemented on the carrier board. It supports the communication between 
the Management Controller and external management applications.

NCSI Signals:
 - NCSI_CLK_IN Clock Reference

 - NCSI_RXD[0:1] Receive Data (Network Controller to Baseboard Management Controller) 

 - NCSI_TXD[0:1] Transmit Data (Baseboard Management Controller to Network Controller)

 - NCSI_CRS_DV Carrier Sense/Receive Data Valid to Network Controller

 - NCSI_TX_EN Transmit Enable

 - NCSI_RX_ER Receive Error 

 - NCSI_ARB_IN  Network Controller Hardware Arbitration Input

 - NCSI_ARB_OUT  Network Controller Hardware Arbitration Output 

Mass Storage Interface

The removal of two SATA ports looks confusing at a first glance since server applications are always 
hungry for a large amount of mass storage capacity. But current technology trends clearly shows that 
SATA hard drives are being replaced by fast solid state disks (SSDs). Since SSDs are much faster, the 
SATA interfaces are therefore a performance bottleneck and are being replaced by NVMe (NVM 
Express or Non-Volatile Memory Host Controller Interface Specification – NVMHCI, see www.
nvmexpress.org) which utilizes the PCI Express interface for mass storage devices. That’s clearly 
supported by Type 7 with the increased amount of PCIe lanes.

Performance comparison of SATA and PCI Express

Interface SATA3 PCIe 2.0 PCIe 3.0 PCIe 4.0

Lanes x2 x4 x2 x4 x2 x4

Max Performance per 
Direction 6 GBit/s 10 GBit/s 20 GBit/s 16 GBit/s 32 GBit/s 32 GBit/s 64 GBit/s

Benefits of NVMe when compared to SATA

NVMe is the optimized PCI Express SSD Interface. This logical device interface has been defined 
from scratch in order to take advantage of the low latency and the parallel internal structures of 
flash-based storage devices. The goal of NVMe is to release the full performance advantages of PCIe 
based SSDs and standardize the PCIe interface for fast SSDs. The NVMe specification defines an 
optimized register interface, command set and feature set for PCI Express based SSDs. NVMe reduces 
the I/O overhead and brings various performance improvements including multiple, long command 
queues, improved interrupt processing and reduced latency.
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For classical server applications, NVMe mass storage devices are available as standard sized PCI 
Express expansion cards. For mobile and embedded applications, the M.2 form factor with up to 
4 PCIe lanes is typically utilized.

Interface SATA/AHCI NVME

Maximum queue depth
1 command queue

32 commands per queue
65535 queues

65536 commands per queue

Interrupts 1 single interrupt
2048 (MSI-X) Message Signal inter-

rupts

Parallelism and multiple 
threads

Requires synchronization lock to issue 
a command

No locking

Upcoming Non Volatile Memory Technologies

Intel already announced to release Optane SSD products based on their brand new 3D Xpoint 
technology in 2016. This is a new technology based on phase change technology and promises 
to boost performance and endurance by 1000 times if compared to NAND Flash technology. 
Based on the 3 dimensional stacking of the cells the density of 3D Xpoint will be an improvement 
of 10 times if compared to DRAM technology.

The promised performance and endurance of this new technology will be very limited if addressed 
by SATA, NVMe leaves much more headroom to utilize maximum performance levels.

Heat Management and Power Consumption

The high density of computing performance required for data-center applications correlates 
directly with the power consumption. The direct impact is the energy cost that is not expected 
to decrease in the future. It’s not just the computers power consumption, it’s also the energy 
required to provide cooling, which goes into the total operating cost. The lower the computer´s 
power consumption, the lower the cost is of cooling it down. Efficient cooling also increases the 
reliability and the life time of the silicon. With the turbo boost features of current processors a 
good cooling concept also allows for extra computing performance. Turbo boost allows 
overclocking the processors as long as they are kept cool enough.

In order to be highly efficient, most COM Express products are equipped with embedded 
computer technologies coming from mobile and low power applications. The COM Express 
specification defines a heatspreader as a thermal interface to the system housing. This flat surface 
easily integrates into server applications and allows for a quick technology upgrade without 
having to change the mechanical and/or electrical system architecture. Following the ever 
changing roadmaps of the chip vendors is no longer a challenge.

The COM Express specification also defines an I2C bus that allows the connection of environmental 
sensors in order to connect multiple temperature sensors for enhanced system monitoring.

Open compute project

Some of the largest data center operators, i.e. Facebook and Google, are driving the Open 
Compute Project (http://www.opencompute.org) to make their server platforms more efficient, 
flexible, and scalable. This is one of many possibilities where COM Express might use it’s 
“Server-On-Module” capabilities to enhance telecom and/or data-center applications.
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Compatibility to Type 6 Pinout

For headless applications it might be possible to use a Type 7 module with a Type 6 carrier 
board. This combination will work if certain interfaces are not utilized by the carrier board.

Omitted Interfaces

 - SATA[2:3]

 - AC97 / HDA Audio

 - USB[4:7]

 - EXCD[0:1]

 - eDP / LVDS

 - VGA

 - DDI[0:2]

Specification

The PICMG subcommittee started to define revision 3.0 of the COM Express specification 
(COM.0) in Dec. 2015. As of today the described feature set and the pinouts are fixed. Regardless, 
the release of the specification itself is not expected until the 4th quarter of 2016.

congatec is PICMG executive member. 

First Products

The „Server-On-Module“ conga-B7XD is one of the very first 
products of this new COM Express generation. It’s based on the 
pinout which was officially release by PICMG. It offers two 10 GBit 
Ethernet ports (10GBaseT-KR) and 32 PCI Express lanes. 

The 32 PCI Express lanes feature was added just recently to the 
specification. There are vendors which created their products based 

COM Express Type 6 COM Express Type 7

Gigabit Ethernet

USB 3.0 0-3

Gigabit Ethernet

USB 3.0 0-3
LPC LPC / eSPI

SATA 0-3 PCIe 6-7
SATA 0-1

10GBaseKR 0-3

USB 2.0 0-3

HDA

DDI 0-2

PCIe 0-15

USB 2.0 0-7

ExpressCard

PCIe 0-5

PEG PCIe 16-31

GPIO / SDIO

LVDS / eDP GPIO / SDIO

SER 0-1 / CAN SER 0-1 / CAN

SPI & I2C SPI & I2C

Power Power Power Power
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The conga-B7XD is the first type 7 “Server-On-Module” which 
is compliant to the COM Express 3.0 specification.



on a working version of the specification. These products only offer 24 PCI Express lanes and are 
not compliant to the COM Express 3.0 specification.

The offered computing performance can keep up with some large servers. It starts with a 16 Core 
Intel® Xeon® processor D1577 and can scale down to the Intel® Pentium® D1519 which is specified 
for the extended temperature range of -40 °C bis +85 °C. Memory is supported up to 48 GByte 
DDR3-2400 and can also support ECC (Error Correction Code) memory modules, which is 
important for server types of applications. Find more details about this product here:

www.congatec.com/conga-b7xd.html
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Block diagram of the conga-B7XD „Server-On-Module“. It’s based on COM Express Basic size and the new type 7 pinout.
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congatec
System Management

Controller

COM Express 
Type 7

SPI
Flash

TPM

SPI

SATA Port 0-1

SER 0/1

I2C Bus

GPIOs

LPC Bus

SM Bus

LID# / SLEEP#
FAN control

KR / SPF+ Port 0,1

PCIe 16-31

Channel 0
DDR4 SODIMM

Channel 1
DDR4 SODIMM

GPIOs

SM Bus

UART 0/1

SATA Gen3 Port 0-1

SPI

LPC

KR Ethernet

PEG 0-15 / PCIe 16-31

PCIe 6-7 PCIe Port 6-7
USB SS 3.0 USB SS Port 0-3

             Intel® Broadwell DE Soc

CPU Platform
Intel® 64

EIST

Xeon Class RAS

AES-NI

XD

Memory Monitoring

Intel Node Manager Base ECC

Cache Monitoring Cache Allocation

Virtualiation Intel VT-x, VT-d

PCIe

SATA

SPI LPC I²C

eMMCUSB 2.0 USB 3.0

I/O Interfaces

PCIe 7

PCIe 8-15

PCIe 0-5

USB 2.0

Ethernet 10/100/1000
Intel i210AT/ITEthernet

PCIe Port 8-15

PCIe Port 0-5

USB 2.0 Port 0-7

A-B Connector

COM Express 
Type 7

C-D Connector

XDP
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Christian Eder was an active participant in the COM Express workgroups as the specification 
editor for COM Express 2.0, COM Express 2.1, COM Express Design Guide 2.0, Embedded 
EEPROM, Embedded EAPI and now the COM Express 3.0 workgroup.

About congatec AG
congatec AG has its head office in Deggendorf, Germany and is a leading supplier of industrial 
computer modules using the standard form factors COM Express, Qseven, and SMARC, as well 
as single board computers and EDM services. congatec’s products can be used in a variety of 
industries and applications, such as industrial automation, medical technology, automotive 
supplies, aerospace and transportation. Core knowledge and technical know-how includes 
unique extended BIOS features as well as comprehensive driver and board support packages. 
Following the design-in phase, customers are given support via extensive product lifecycle 
management. The company’s products are manufactured by specialist service providers in 
accordance with modern quality standards. Currently congatec has approximately 200 employees 
worldwide and entities in Taiwan, Japan, China, USA, Australia and the Czech Republic. More 
information is available on our website at www.congatec.com or via Facebook, Twitter and 
YouTube.
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www.congatec.com

congatec China Technology Ltd.

Sunyoung Center, 901 Building B,
No. 28 Xuanhua Road, Changning District, 
Shanghai 200050, China

Phone +86 (21) 6025-5862
Fax +86 (21) 6025-6561

sales-asia@congatec.com 
www.congatec.cn

congatec Australia Pty Ltd.

Unit 2, 62 Township Drive
West Burleigh 
Queensland 4219, Australia

Phone +61 (7) 55200-841

sales-au@congatec.com
www.congatec.com.au

congatec Japan K.K.

Shiodome building 301, 
Minato-ku Hamamatsucho 1-2-7,  
105-0013 Tokyo-to, Japan

Phone +81 3 (6435) 925-0
Fax +81 3 (6435) 925-1

sales-jp@congatec.com 
www.congatec.jp

congatec, Inc.

6262 Ferris Square
San Diego 
CA 92121 USA

Phone +1 (858) 457-2600
Fax +1 (858) 457-2602

sales-us@congatec.com
www.congatec.us

congatec Asia Ltd. 

14F-2, No. 270, Sec 4,
Zhongxiao E. Rd. 
106 Taipei City, Taiwan

Phone +886 (2) 2775-4645
Fax +886 (2) 2775-3263 

sales-asia@congatec.com
www.congatec.tw

Subsidiaries

Headquarters

congatec AG

Auwiesenstraße 5
94469 Deggendorf 
Germany

Phone +49 (991) 2700-0
Fax +49 (991) 2700-111

info@congatec.com
www.congatec.com
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